
Demonstratives in DisourseHenk ZeevatILLC & Computational LinguistisUniversity of AmsterdamAbstratThere are two inuential theories that deal with the role of the ontext in determining the meaningof sentenes: Kaplan's logi of demonstratives and Kamp's disourse representation theory. HowKaplan would deal with the donkey sentenes must remain a matter of speulation, but there isan obvious and reasonable answer to the question of how demonstratives should be handled withindisourse representation theory. The latter question is addressed in the �rst part of this paper. Theaount proposed here makes demonstratives and indexials a speial ase of the treatment of de�niteNPs in terms of presupposition, like the aount of names in Geurts (1997) or treatments of de�nitedesriptions like Van der Sandt (1992), Asher & Lasarides (1998) and others. The treatment turnsout to be rather di�erent from Kaplan's aount of demonstratives and indexials in that it appearsto lak diret referentiality and in that diret referentiality does not entail rigid designation. Theseproblems have been noted before by Kamp and have led to his ontroversial introdution of externalanhors. This paper develops the notion of intensional anhors as an alternative and shows that they| for normal indexials and demonstratives| allow a proper reonstrution of Kaplan's theory thatavoids the problems whih ome with external anhors. Additional evidene for intensional anhors isprovided by an appliation to the problems of intentional identity disussed by Edelberg.1 Disourse Representation of DemonstrativesI develop my theory of demonstratives and indexials1 within the version of Disourse Rep-resentation Theory (DRT) presented in Kamp and Reyle (1993). This treatment provides uswith DRSs K that onsist of a set of disourse markers UK and a set of onditions CONK ,where disourse markers are elements of a set V AR of variables and where onditions are ei-ther atomi formulas as in �rst order logi or omplex onditions of the form O(K1; : : : ;Kn),where K1; : : : ;Kn are DRSs and O is an n-plae operator. We will onsider the one-plaeoperators : (negation), 2 (ontologial neessity), Bx (x believes that) and L (logial nees-sity), and a two-plae operator ! (impliation). DRT omes with a development algorithmthat maps a pair onsisting of an utterane and a DRS into a new DRS in whih the infor-mation provided by the utterane is inorporated. The truth of a DRS K on a model M isde�ned in two steps. M; g j= C is de�ned for onditions C in the standard way with M a1The main advantage in the urrent ontext is that there is a diret �t with the presupposition theory ofVan der Sandt (1992). Versions of the treatment developed in this paper an be easily adapted to other formsof dynami semantis. 1



model for the language of K and g a partial assignment funtion. M j= K is then de�ned as9g (dom(g) = UK ^8C 2 CONK M; g j= C). The assignment g in the last de�nition is alleda truthful embedding for K in M .Further, we adopt Van der Sandt (1992)'s \binding theory of presupposition". Aording tothis theory, ertain expressions, the so-alled presupposition triggers, indue a presuppositionwhose ontent is determined by the expression. For example, the verb regret triggers itsomplement as a presupposition, the noun bahelor applying to an objet x triggers the pre-supposition that x is an adult male. The DRS development algorithm �rst develops the pre-supposition as a separate presupposition DRS at the site of the expression and then searhesthe aessible part of the old DRS for an ourrene of the material in the presuppositionDRS. If it is found, the disourse markers ourring in the presupposition DRS are uni�edwith the orresponding markers found in the old DRS. This proess binds disourse markersin the new material to old markers. When it is not possible to �nd an anteedent for thepresupposition, it is aommodated, i.e. added at some point2 in the aessible DRS where itdoes not ause inonsisteny. It is natural to assume that if a presupposition an resolve toa number of anteedents, it will prefer the one that is most prominent (i.e. the most reent,or the most onneted to the urrent topi of onversation).We introdued DRSs as logial expressions. The development algorithm, however, an beinterpreted as an idealised model of a language interpreter going about her business of in-terpreting sentenes. The DRS that was developed before the interpretation of the urrentsentene is a representation of the information that was available to that language interpreter.It is then natural to assume that the interpreter has also stored information about the ut-terane to be interpreted in the old DRS before interpretation started. In partiular, we willassume that she is aware that an utterane event took plae when she interprets one.This orresponds to the presene of a ondition (1) in the DRS.(1) utterane(e)Sine our interpreter may have many similar onditions, it is neessary to have a formaldevie for identifying the orret one. In order to do that, we onsider a new kind of DRSs,the utterane DRSs, whih are pairs (K; e) with e one of the markers of the DRS K and Kontaining utterane(e) as one of its onditions.This is only a minor hange: it merely models the fat that an interpreter knows whihutterane she is urrently interpreting, or even less: whih marker represents the urrentutterane (she may be mistaken about what was uttered).I am not proposing a separate truth de�nition for utterane DRSs. A system (K; e) is true ona model M i� K is true on the model M . There is something unsatisfatory about that and2Regarding the plae where the addition should take plae and opinions diverge. Addition to the loalontext leads to preditions as in Karttunen 1974, preditions that Gazdar 1979 and more reently Geurts(1998) have onviningly ritiized. As noted in Heim (1983), the problems of Karttunen's treatment anbe overome by assuming a preferene for global aommodation, a preferene that an be overridden byinonsisteny. Van der Sandt (1992) generalises this preferene as a preferene for the geometrially highestDRS in whih the addition does not reate inonsistenies. Trying to overome problems with this approah(noted by Beaver (1996)), Blutner (2000) and Zeevat (2000) have proposed an Optimality Theoreti approahwhih prefers aommodations that lead to the strongest interpretation.2



the matter will be taken up later. The task we are onsidering here is giving an aount of thehanges that our in the information of an interpreter if she interprets a ertain utteraneontaining indexials or demonstratives. The truth onditions of the DRSs reated in thisproess are a di�erent matter.Utterane DRSs make it possible to interpret all lassial indexials in the sense of Kaplan(1989). I will follow Kaplan throughout, even where I do not ompletely agree with himabout the linguisti details. I do this in order to keep the omparison relatively simple.Improvements on the desriptive side are both possible and neessary and are also madeeasier by the theory defended in this paper.A sentene of the form S(I) (a sentene shema with an ourrene of the word I) generatesthe presupposition utterane(e); agent(e; x), where e is the speial disourse marker. De-velopment proeeds on the sentene shema S(x). If the utterer of the sentene is alreadyrepresented by a marker y, the e�et of the presupposition resolution is a new identity on-dition x = y. If she is not represented, aommodation leads to an addition of the trivialinformation that our utterane event e has an agent.As an example, onsider what happens if(2) I am sik.is added to the nearly empty utterane DRS (K; e). I only display K.(3) e xutterane(e)agent(e,x)(4) e xutterane(e)agent(e,x)sik(x)The story for you, here and now is highly similar: we assign presuppositions using other the-mati roles of the utterane event. The presuppositions are: utterane(e); goal(e; x) (you),utterane(e); loation(e; p) (here), and utterane(e); time(e; t) (now) respetively. These pre-suppositions do not need aommodation. The use of utterane DRSs guarantees their re-solvability.Proper demonstratives also use the interpreter's knowledge of the utterane situation. In par-tiular, they require that a pointing gesture by the speaker has been notied by the interpreter.As before, it is unproblemati to assume that the interpreter represents this information aboutthe utterane situation in her DRS, by a ondition (5).(5) point(e)Again, we fae the problem of �nding the right pointing gesture. This an be done by thesame mehanism we used above. The presupposition of a demonstrative just is a little moreompliated. In partiular, S(this) presupposes the ombination in (6).3



(6) agent(e; x)time(e; t)point(e1)agent(e1; x)time(e1; t)goal(e1; y)Here e is the internal representation of the utterane and S(y) is passed on to the rest of theinterpretation proess.The required pointing an be missing and it seems to be a property of proper demonstrativeuses of this that the presupposition in these ases is not aommodated, at least not undernormal irumstanes. Under standard irumstanes, if there is no pointing, the interpreterknows that there is no pointing and that is why aommodation would lead to inonsistenywith other information in the DRS. But in speial irumstanes, e.g. when one is listeningto a onversation on a tape or through a key hole, we do aommodate the existene of apointing that we annot see. This is a repair move: we know we have inomplete information,but we get by to some extent by operating under an hypothesized extension to our knowledge.This is not the normal notion of aommodation from the presupposition literature, whihrequires the neessary aommodations to be planned by the speaker.I therefore hold with Kaplan that if somebody uses a demonstrative without the aompa-nying pointing, the resulting expression is inomplete, beause proper aommodation is notpossible. For the interpretation to be bloked ompletely, the pointing must not just be un-observed by the interpreter, it must also be observed by the interpreter that the pointing didnot our. If we aommodated in that ase, aommodation would lead to an inonsistentDRS. This would be a dead end for the development algorithm beause it annot onstrut aonsistent DRS inorporating the new sentene.It seems however that aommodation must be ruled out in a more general way. Consider thefollowing rather strange example (7), uttered without an aompanying pointing (or a salientobjet in the utterane situation).(7) It ould have been the ase that this was preious.Here we would expet the existene of a loal aommodation (the global one is ruled outin the way just indiated, as it is plain to the interpreter that there is no pointing) underthe modal operator. And the sentene would be true under this loal aommodation: apreious objet ould ertainly have been at the sene of the utterane and the speaker ouldhave pointed at it while making her utterane. But this predition is wrong beause theutterane is not interpretable at all. An explanation for the absene of aommodation forertain lasses of presupposition triggers has been proposed in Zeevat (2000), on the basisof Blutner's Theorem. The theorem predits that a presupposition trigger that has a simplenon-presupposing expression alternative does not allow aommodation. And that is the asefor demonstratives: the thought ould be expressed by inserting something for this (or ade�nite if the speaker has something partiular in mind and the ommon ground allows ade�nite referene), so Blutner's theorem applies. Notie that Blutner's theorem also preditsthat the inomplete pereption ases are not proper aommodations.4



There are two other kinds of de�nite NPs that an be treated naturally along the lines ofindexials. These are names and anaphora. The treatment of names I am proposing isnatural, but bears little resemblane to some still inuential views of names, suh as Frege'sor Kripke's (f. Frege 1892, Kripke 1980). In my proposal, the interpretation of names isontext-dependent and the semantis of a name is exhausted by its triggering a presupposition.Interpreting subjets know the names of ertain persons and ertain things. This knowledge isstored in the old DRS that models the knowledge of the interpreter. So the old DRS ontainsonditions of the form (8) (� is the name in question).(8) name(x; �)The same ondition an be assoiated as a presupposition with expressions like S(john) andtheir resolution supplies the identity of x in S(x) whih is passed on to the developmentalgorithm. The presene of the neessary information in the old DRS is not guaranteed bythe nature of utteranes as it is for indexials. Proposals for naming a pereived objet by aname (Let us all this mug Bertie) and loal names introdued in proofs introdue featuresof the utterane situation that are later employed for referene, in muh the same way asindexials. The possibility of aommodation is learly present in the ase of names (nobodyknows all names) and even loal aommodation an be shown to play a role. Geurts (1999)gives an exellent overview.A ompliation arises from the fat that names often have a number of bearers. An extremease is the family name Wang whih has over a hundred million bearers. We just notethat reent referene by means of the same name makes a resolution to the same individualpreferred. The presupposition resolution mehanism is naturally geared to onsider prominentandidates �rst.Anaphora an also be treated by presupposition, as indeed Van der Sandt (1992) has been the�rst to note. I will provide only a sketh, leaving details for a further study3. The treatmentdiverges from standard DRT in further onstraining the relationship between an anaphoripronoun and its anteedent, by putting suh onstraints in the presupposition. That thesefurther onstraints are neessary is not ontroversial. The use of presupposition resolutionhas the advantage over other methods in that we appeal to a general mehanism and not toa mehanism spei� for anaphora.The presupposition assoiated with an anaphor an be desribed as in (9).(9) utterane(e);(:mentioned(e; x)! attah(e; e1);mention(e1; x))3It is ommon knowledge among those who have worked on resolving pronouns in a omputational ontextthat quite a lot of fators need to be taken into aount. The list of the fators is long: DRT aessibility,agreement, interation with reexives, linear preedene, resolution loops, paralellism, ommand, detrators,the position of the pronoun in the sentene. All that we are dealing with here is the loality of the anteedent,whih should ome from the sentene under interpretation or from the sentene that preeeds it in the senseof being its sister or mother on the right frontier. Yet it is learly possible to work the other fators into thepresuppositional treatment, with all the detail required.5



The idea is that the urrent sentene introdues or uses a number of disourse markers, eahof whih is a potential anteedent. On top of that, an utterane an either elaborate on anearlier utterane or ontinue the business of an earlier utterane (the ondition attah(e; e1)is intended to over both possibilities). In both ases, the disourse markers used to representthis earlier utterane are also good anteedents for the pronoun.The main advantage over the traditional DRT treatment is that we have a simple explanationof why anaphori pronouns do not give rise to aommodation. If the urrent sentene (orthe one whose business it arries on) does not refer to any suitable anteedent, in standardirumstanes the interpreter knows there is no anteedent. The explanation of why anaphoripronouns do not aommodate is therefore the same as the explanation for demonstrativesthat visibly lak an aompanying pointing. Inomplete pereption of the utterane situation(e.g. when joining a onversation in the middle) leads to apparent aommodations as fordemonstratives. These are better understood as repairs sine the aommodations are notintended by the speaker. The example (10)(10) It ould have been the ase that she was pretty.in the absene of an anteedent does also not allow a loal aommodation under the modaloperator (a woman ould have been mentioned in the previous sentene). The sentene nevermeans that some woman ould have been pretty and this shows that a linguisti explanation(e.g. in terms of Blutner's theorem) is neessary for ruling out aommodation of anaphoripronouns in general.A third ategory of referring expressions that an be inorporated in the present treatmentare de�nite desriptions. Indeed, they have been the standard example for presuppositionaltreatments sine Frege and Strawson.The presupposition generated by S(the N) would be DRS developed from the noun N [x℄,whose resolution auses a binding of x. S(x) is passed over to the development algorithm. A-ommodation is a standard possibility for the presuppositions, though it requires the unique-ness of desriptive ontent. There are a number of ounterexamples to the presuppositionaltheory for de�nite desriptions. They are given in (11).(11) The temperature hanges.It is neessary that John's wife is Jane.The problem with the �rst example is that we an know the temperature to be 25o and thatthe theory would seem to predit that 25o must hange somehow. The problem with theseond example is that we an know that Jane is John's wife and yet seem to feel that thesentene is false sine John ould have deided to stay single or to marry somebody else.It would appear from these examples that the standard presuppositional aount of de�nitedesriptions is not unproblemati.For purposes of omparison, I will follow Kaplan in assuming that de�nite desriptions reeivethe treatment Kaplan inorporates in his logi of demonstratives: singular terms whose deno-tation is de�ned i� the desriptive ontent is uniquely satis�ed in a irumstane of evaluationand whih then refer to that unique satis�er. 6



2 A Comparison with Kaplan's TheoryThe treatment above seems to me to be the most simple and obvious theory of demonstrativesone an formulate in disourse theory or dynami semantis in general. But simpliity andobviousness are also laimed by Kaplan for his theory of demonstratives and Kaplan's readers|inludingmyself| tend to agree. Yet, at �rst glane, the two theories have little in ommon.The little the two theories do have in ommon an be stated quikly: in both theories demon-stratives refer without the mediation of a Fregean sense. They do not ontribute to the ontentof what is expressed some de�nite desription stating that the thing is pointed at or that itis the speaker. In Kaplan's ase, this is beause of a rule determining the referent diretly, inour ase it is beause the desriptive ontent is presupposed (and resolved) and not asserted.As Kaplan points out, the view that the ontent would ontain the desriptive meaning ofindexials or demonstratives leads to the absurd onsequene that I am the speaker, or I existexpress neessarily true propositions.We have avoided the introdution of desriptive meaning for demonstratives into the ontentby making it a presupposition. As in Kaplan, the desriptions in question pik out the referentbut they do not normally beome a part of what is said. They were already in the DRS andonly pass over the identity of their disourse markers to the interpretation proess.The quali�ation \normally" is important, sine we have seen that demonstratives used inexeptional irumstanes allow for the aommodation of a pointing gesture the interpreterannot pereive. In those ases, the presupposition triggered by the demonstrative beomespart of the ontent, in the sense that it is part of the new information aquired by the inter-pretation of the utterane. Similar |but muh more marginal| ases an also be onsideredfor indexials like I, you, here and now. In these ases, the presupposition triggered by theindexial expression or demonstrative does beome part of the new information onstrutedon the basis of the sentene. But only in the ase of demonstratives aommodation leadsto information that is really new. The information involved in the aommodation of thepresupposition assoiated with an indexial is unsurprising: it involves the attribution of aspeaker, an adressee, a time and a plae to the event of uttering a sentene. One has to twistone's brain to imagine utteranes that do not have these objets assoiated with them and itseems reasonable to laim that they would not be utteranes at all. (The wind has managedto reate in the sand an insription of I am the greatest. Clearly, in order to understand thesewords as an utterane we have to aommodate a speaker.)With this small onession, our theory mathes Kaplan's in denying Fregean senses for indexi-als and demonstratives. Now we ome to the disrepanies. First of all, it an be argued thatthe theory of the preeding setions is just an instane of the wide-sope theory of demonstra-tives that Kaplan so e�etively demolished in Demonstratives. Aording to the wide-sopetheory, the desriptive ontent of demonstratives and indexials orretly gives their meaning,but the desriptions in question always have a sope that is as wide as possible, where theonly operators that an have wider sope are other demonstratives and indexials.Kaplan's argument against the wide-sope theory is simple and e�etive: take the propositionexpressed by \I am talking" and ask yourself whether it is the same as \the speaker is talking",as the wide-sope theory would have it. It does not, beause in a world w where I am nottalking, and not me but somebody else is speaking the truth onditions of the two propositions7



are not the same. The propositions expressed by the two sentenes are therefore not the same.In our theory, the propositions seem to beome the same if we enter the two sentenes into aompletely empty DRS K plus utterane event e. We obtain (by aommodation) the sameDRSs (assuming an analysis of the speaker where it is the one who is the agent of e). By thisproess we obtain (12).(12) e xutterane(e)the x agent(e,x)talk(x)There is nothing that distinguishes the two sentenes and Kaplan's argument is as destrutivefor our theory as for the wide-sope theory.This, however, is not what I proposed. Interpretation is supposed to happen in properutterane DRSs, i.e. DRSs with an utterane event e whih already ontain an utteraneondition for e. So we annot assume that the DRS is ompletely empty. The presuppositionassoiated with I and other indexials will always resolve4. In this way, though the resultingmaterial is almost the same, in the ase of indexials, we are dealing with old information.(13) e xutterane(e)agent(e,x)
(14) e x e1utterane(e)agent(e,x)(new) talk(e1)(new) agent(e1,x)
(15) e x y e1utterane(e)agent(e,x)(new) the y agent(e,y)(new) talk(e1)(new) agent(e1,y)The ontent of the sentene must be de�ned as the new information the sentene brings andshould not ontain onditions that were already sitting there. If desriptive ontent is old,it does not belong to the ontent of the sentene. The new material in the two examples isdi�erent, beause the speaker | and not I| leads to new material in the DRS.4Utteranes have agents and adressees, times and loations. So if extra material needs to be added,oneptual struture is working for us. If neessary, it might be possible to demand that the utteraneondition is replaed by a ombination of onditions that introdues not just the event, but also the agent,adressee, time and plae of the utterane. 8



But we have a problem in saying what the ontent of I am talking is, beause the new partof its DRS ontains a variable that is bound from the old DRS.(16) (new) agent(e1,x)The ontribution of the utterane is an open formula and open formulas do not by them-selves express a proposition. We seem to be able to fend o� Kaplan's argument beause weannot say what proposition a sentene with an indexial element expresses. Some have evenlaimed that this is a virtue of the DRT-approah. Good fening, however, is not always goodphilosophy. It really is a disaster to have to onlude that a simple intuitive argument likeKaplan's annot be reonstruted just beause DRT is unable to aount for the ontent ofertain sentenes. If this were true, it would be a good reason for abandoning DRT and ourtreatment along with it. The next setions therefore present an aount of sentene ontentin DRT in whih Kaplan's argument an be fully reonstruted.There is another problem with our treatment. While it makes many referring expressionsdiretly referential in the sense I explained, diret referene in this interpretation is no guar-antee of rigid designation. Our diretly referential expressions an have di�erent denotationsin di�erent possible worlds.Consider a minimal utterane DRS K to whih we add I am tall. Take K to di�erent possibleworlds. Our de�nition of truth says K is true i� there exists a truthful embedding. Thisde�nition works in the atual as well as in other possible worlds. The objet assigned to Ian be alled its referent. Now, there is no guarantee that in another possible world, theembedding will assign the same objet to the marker as in the atual world. It suÆes to�nd an utterane event e and an agent x of e suh that the agent is tall. The utterane eventmarker e whih we added is just mahinery that helps us in interpretation: it does not play arole in the truth onditions of the DRS and an therefore be interpreted by di�erent utteraneevents in di�erent worlds.A standard move is to �x the referene of e to be some event E, let's say the utterane thatreally happened. I am not sure that this really makes sense, but we an explore the possibilityfor a moment. K annot be true in a world where E did not happen. This would hold forany DRS that results from interpreting the utterane E. This is strange, beause, intuitively,(17) I am not speaking.would seem to be true in a world where I remained silent instead of speaking. In fat sostrange that this way of explaining things must be rejeted.But even if we �x the referent of e by onsidering only the embeddings that map e to somepartiular event E ommon to all worlds, it does not seem a foregone onlusion that theagent of e is thereby also �xed. Somebody else ould have produed the same utterane orthe utterane ould have ourred at another plae or another time, aording to intuition ofmany.So, on this level, my DRT aount of demonstratives does not lead to rigidity. And|to a largeextent| this is as it should be if we take DRT to be a theory about how subjets interpret9



sentenes and form representations of the information ontained in those sentenes. Thereis no plae for the notion of objetive meaning when we are onerned with the informationof subjets: for the subjet, objets oinide with what she knows about them. It is naturaltherefore that the \proposition" expressed by a DRS is the Stalnaker diagonal (f. Stalnaker1978), the speaker's riterion for deiding whih worlds are ompatible with all the informationshe has in her representation. It is the subjetive meaning as de�ned by Haas-Spohn (1995).But, at the same time, the subjetive style of semantis obsures the fat that sentenes,thoughts and representations an be about something external and ause ations in the realworld. The subjetive theory needs to be at least supplemented by an aount of the way inwhih beliefs an inuene ation. I attempt to do so at the end of this paper.Our diÆulties with referene aross possible worlds originate in a well-known problem: nothaving a distintion between ontent and harater. Beause the anteedents of our pre-suppositions sit with the other onditions, there is nothing speial about them and in otherirumstanes of evaluation they play the same role as all the other onditions. The fatthat the anteedents of our presuppositions are just normal onditions aounts for not justa super�ial similarity with wide-sope theories of demonstratives, but also for the failureof rigidity. Referents of demonstratives and indexials are not the objets pointed at or theonstituents of the ontext of utteranes but individual onepts of them that vary along withthe denotation of the properties and relations in irumstanes of evaluation. The DRSs arenot about the objets pointed at or about the onstituents of the utterane ontext.Also at this point, I feel there is something deeply wrong. When I say I am leaving, I amtalking about myself, and not about somebody else who ould have been speaking in my plaein another possible world. The absene of propositions and of rigidity are serious defets ofthe theory we have developed so far and remedies like the ones supplied by the next setionsare neessary.3 Propositions in DRTThe intuitive idea behind the notion of a proposition is the thought expressed by an utterane.In more lassial approahes to semantis like Montague grammar we �nd rules to determinethat thought on the basis of the syntati struture of the utterane. In DRT, this is not so,at least super�ially5: the syntati struture determines the behaviour of the developmentalgorithm that hanges the given DRS into a new one. But the hanges are generally additionsof markers and onditions. So we an de�ne the ontribution of an utterane as the newmarkers and onditions it adds to the DRS given as the ontext, i.e. the model of theinterpreter's knowledge of the ontext at the start of the interpretation.The ontribution an be de�ned as the di�erene between the DRS before the interpretation5Zeevat (1989) and Groenendijk & Stokhof (1991) provide ways of interpreting DRT in this more traditionalway. But they ruially shy away from inorporating the aspet that makes DRT di�erent, the resolution ofpresuppositions (in the original version the resolution of pronouns) by relegating that aspet of interpretation tothe syntax. The originality of the DRS development algorithms is preisely that within the interpretation pro-ess operations on the semanti representation under onstrution (in partiular looking up) are inorporated.The same problem applies to the treatment of names proposed by these authors.10



and after the interpretation6. The ontribution of an utterane is therefore the set of newonditions and disourse markers that are added as a result of interpreting a sentene. If K2is the DRS after interpreting S in K1, we an de�ne the di�erene as in (18).(18) K2 nK1 =< UK2 n UK1 ; CONK2 n CONK1 >The di�erene is typially a DRS where some of the variables ourring in the onditions arenot inluded in the set of markers of the DRS. Though this defet ould be easily repairedby inluding the neessary markers, that would give the wrong result, beause it would yieldthe existential losure of the open DRS. An ourrene of I should not be synonymous withsomebody.A solution suggested by Kamp on various oasions7 is external anhoring. An externalanhor is a partial funtion f : V AR ! U whih is oneived to be part of the model of theinterpreter and whih is dynamially onstruted alongside with the DRS.The full model of the interpreter is then (K; e; f), with K the DRS, e the utterane and fthe anhor. How do we dynamially onstrut anhors?It seems suÆient to add to the development algorithm some provisions about the anhor.Cruial for us are the two rules (19) and (20) .(19) If a new objet a is pereived and represented by a marker xthen add < x; a > to the anhor.(20) If a new name is enountered and aommodated using amarker x then add < x; a > to the anhor where a is theobjet that atually has that name.It may seem that the �rst rule is out of plae, sine it deals not with linguisti interpretationbut with pereption. But, given the role of pereption in the interpretation of indexials anddemonstratives, I see no alternative. It is harmless enough if we take the ombination of theDRS and the anhor to be the model of the interpreter. In fat, pereption is already essentialto our treatment of indexials and demonstratives, beause there is no other way in whihwe an aquire onditions like utterane(e) or point(e1). Note that the rule for names onlyworks properly if we make the assumption8 that names have a single bearer.These two rules guarantee that at least some free markers involved in the interpretation ofindexials, demonstratives and names are normally tied to the appropriate objets. (The6This exludes non-monotoni hange. Changes of this kind will our in future treatments of orretionand do our in loal and intermediate aommodations of presupposition. I do not know a solution for thesethat maintains the aount as developed here. I am even not fully onvined that it is neessary to have anaount that inorporates non-monotoni hanges.7Kamp & Reyle (1993) use external anhors for the interpretation of proper names. I am not aware of asystemati defense other than in a number of talks and seminars that I attended over the years.8This assumption is false, but in a formal treatment, we an use names with a subsript. This is aeptableas long as we do not attah a psyhologial interpretation to anhors. The absene of a natural psyhologialinterpretation is also the kernel of the problems that many |inluding myself | have had with externalanhors. Without suh an interpretation they seem Fremdk�orper within a DRT that is |or should be| justa model of what happens when somebody hears a sentene.11



exeptions are the aommodated demonstrations, in whih the objet pointed at is notpereived.) But it is easy to go further. We an bind new de�nite desription markers in theanhor by speifying that < x; a > is to be added where a is the objet atually singled out bythe desription. And even for inde�nites used spei�ally or ourring in fous position thereare strategies for extending the anhor. For spei�ally used inde�nites we have the strategyof speaker referene9: we an inquire what is the so-and-so atually intended by the speakerin her use of the inde�nite. If this has an answer, we an extend the anhor aordingly.For foussed inde�nites, the Evans desription is also available. An ourrene of S(an A)orresponds to the Evans desription: the x suh that A(x) and S(x), and foussing an beunderstood as expressing the speaker's belief that this desription is suÆient for singling outthe objet she intends with her inde�nite. But if we have an Evans desription, we an anhorthe marker to the objet that is the atual denotation of the desription. As said, we ando this, but it is not required for an aount of indexials and demonstratives. It beomesneessary only if we want to get an aount of sentene ontent with external anhors thatfuntions for a reasonably large fragment of a natural language.We an now rede�ne truth as in (21).(21) M j=< K; f > i� 9g(f � g ^M; g j= K)A onsequene of the pereption rule is that also the utterane event e of utterane DRSs< K; e > beomes externally anhored.Anhoring works for most referring devies we enounter but typially not for all. An obviousexeption are inde�nites that are not used spei�ally and are not foussed either. Moreimportant are the ases where the onstrution of the anhor does not work as it is supposedto. There is a referring expression but the instrutions for anhoring it annot be arriedout, beause the desription that has to be evaluated does not single out a unique objet foranhoring its disourse marker to. Names that do not name anything (or too many things)are a ase in point, but similar ases an also be onstruted with (faulty) pereption andthe anhoring onditions for desriptions and inde�nites. Anhoring objets an appear toexist to the interpreter without atually being in plae. Mistakes by the speaker and lies aretypial auses.Faulty anhors lead to the absene of propositions expressed by sentenes if the orrespondingdi�erene DRSs ontain free markers, and that is so even if the interpreter supposes them tobe anhored. In this way, the interpreter an suppose sentenes to have a propositional ontentwhih they in fat do not have. And the speaker may share the interpreter's supposition. Soto both of them it then appears that information is exhanged while in reality this is not thease. This is a real problem whih makes it impossible to take this form of anhoring to bethe �nal solution to our problem. But it is important to see what anhoring ahieves when itworks.If we have anhors, we an start to make sense of the notion of a proposition. The notion isnot very speial at all. Propositions an be de�ned on the basis of an intensional model, thepair of DRSs K2 and K1 with K2 arising through the interpretation of S in (K1; e; f).9The treatment of Van Rooy (1997) of inde�nites is my soure of inspiration for having two mehanismsfor referene of inde�nites, here and later, though the atual implementation is di�erent.12



The proposition expressed by S (under the interpretation given by (K1; e; f1) and (K2; f2) isthe set of those worlds w of M that embed the DRS K2 nK1 by means of an extension of theanhor f2.(22) fw 2W : 9g f2 � g M;w; g j= K2 nK1gAs an example, onsider (23)(23) I am tall.interpreted on a minimal utterane DRS, with a pereived speaker and utterane.This is (24)(24) e xutterane(e)agent(e,x)with an anhor f1 = f< x; a >;< e;E >g. Interpretation results in(25) e xutterane(e)agent(e,x)tall(x)with no further addition to the anhor, so f2 = f1.The proposition expressed by the sentene is now:fw : 9gf2 � g M; g; w j= tall(x)gwhih for all purposes is the same as Kaplan would have it.4 Bak to KaplanLet us ontinue the disussion of the two propositions we onsidered before.The proposition expressed by I am tall is now de�nable by the anhor of K sine we anassume that the speaker of the utterane has been observed before the interpretation ofthe utterane started. If no misinterpretations our (the interpreter does not assume thatsomeone other than the speaker is talking) the disourse marker representing I is identi�edwith the anhored marker for one partiular observed person, the atual speaker.The ombination of tall(x) and f haraterises the proposition that f(x) is tall. By theprovisions on the anhor f(x) is the atual speaker. The anhor makes the referene rigidand so brings it about that the atual speaker is rigidly referred to.13



The grasping by the interpreter of that proposition is onditional on orret pereptions of theutterane and its speaker. If mispereptions our, the interpreter misinterprets the utteraneas expressing a di�erent proposition from the one the speaker did express. But we an de�nethe proposition expressed as the proposition that would be grasped if the rules and pereptionsgoverning the interpretation are all arried out without error. They are what an interpreterwith a orret pereption of the utterane situation would make of the utterane aordingto the rules. If we generalise to demonstratives, names, anaphora with de�nite and inde�niteanteedents, the orretness must be extended to the orret observation of the pointing, theabsene of mistaken assumptions about the name, having no mistaken ideas about what thedesription piks out or being a vitim of wrong identi�ations when an inde�nite is used.This an be spelled out with an arbitrary amount of detail.By ontrast, the proposition expressed by the speaker is tall, assuming Kaplan's treatmentof desriptions, expresses a proposition onsisting of those worlds where the speaker of e anbe singled out and where that speaker is tall. A very di�erent proposition. Further, we nowhave a ontrast between harater and ontent. Content is the proposition we just de�nedand harater arises by abstrating over the DRS that is the bakground of interpretationand the anhor that omes with it.On the fae of it, it seems that we met with full suess. The insights of Kaplan an allbe restated in our urrent framework and the disourse theory of indexials, demonstratives,names et. is fully onservative over the insights of Kaplan.But there are still some problems. The most important one is the possibility of faulty anhors(x seems to be anhored to something but atually is not anhored at all). Intuitively, itdoes not seem that sentenes with faulty anhors do not express anything at all or have tobe assigned a meaning by existential losure. Take (26).(26) Pegasus is a horse. He is beautiful.Suppose the name Pegasus is new to the interpreter. It follows by our �rst rule that it has tobe anhored to whatever bears the name. In this ase that is nothing. The seond sentenethen does not express a proposition (it needs an anhor to be interpreted) or it must beinterpreted by existential losure as something is beautiful. Neither option seems to aptureour intuitions about the seond sentene. And it ertainly does no justie to the fat that anormal interpreter |unaware that Pegasus does not really exist| treats it as just a normalsentene with a normal meaning.(27) That man there is ill.That man there just orresponds under our theory to a omplex presupposition, to be resolvedto a representation of observations by the interpreter. Now suppose that, instead of a man,at the plae where the speaker is pointing there is a lay statue of a dog. To the interpreteras well, this statue appears to be a man. We an let the sentene express no proposition, wean let it express the proposition that something is ill, but, in neither ase, we do justie tothe fat that the interpreter understands the speaker's intention.14



(28) You are razy!Suppose John seems to see a person in front of him behaving strangely and shouts (28) athim. Does it follow that John said something whih was meaningless? It ertainly does notseem so to him or to somebody who wathes him and who annot see the fats of the mattereither.The problem with these examples is we are making a false predition about the truth-onditions of the thought that the interpreter is building up. We either predit that shehas no thought at all or that she has a thought that is muh weaker than what it seems tobe to her. It may be orret to deny that these sentenes are true or false in the atual worldor that they express lassial propositions, but it is false to laim that these sentenes do notexpress thoughts that have truth-onditions.A seond problem is to aount for belief sentenes and intensional ontexts in general. Areall anhored propositions diretly referential with respet to referential expressions? Thisseems absurd when one thinks e.g. about the Geah sentene or Kripke's puzzle.(29) Hob believes a with killed his pig. Nob believes she poisonedhis well.Without an external anhor for the with of the �rst sentene, the seond sentene is mean-ingless or existentially losed and neither of these options seems to aord with our intuitions.(30) Pierre believes that Londres is beautiful.By its external anhor, (30) in this option would be a belief about London and oinide with(31) Pierre believes that London is beautiful..Yet (31) is false on Kripke's story while (30) is true.Both of these problems with external anhors are serious and must be addressed.There is also a third problem. Not all uses of demonstratives behave as Kaplan predits10and not all uses of names and anaphori pronouns are diretly referential and rigid. The sameproblems our when we treat de�nite desriptions as presupposition triggers, whih are notonsidered to be rigid designators by anybody.While the �rst two problems are solved in the next setion, this last problem is not onewe want to solve. It seems to me that the disourse theory of referring expressions is farsuperior to Kaplan's insights on demonstratives or to Kripke's insights on names. Whilediret referentiality is a feature of nearly all uses of demonstratives and indexials, it is onlya feature of one |admittedly important| use of names and happens sometimes only withde�nite desriptions and anaphora. That we an bring out this exibility is a virtue and15



not a vie of the treatment. It has been widely noted that Kripke's theory gives up wherethe going gets a little bit rougher (see e.g. Geurts 1997) and while Kaplan's treatment ofdemonstratives is more robust, there are also ases where problems arise.Though it is immaterial to the argument of this paper, I disagree with the view that Kaplan'stheory of demonstratives always gives the orret semantial aount though it must still besupplemented with a pragmati aount if it is to deal with several nasty ases. In my view,the semantial preditions are already problemati. Compare (32).(32) I think that I am illThe speaker is looking at the analysis of the blood of patient 14367A who, unknown to him,happens to be himself. In Kaplan's theory (32) is true: the thought that 14367A is ill isa thought of the speaker and it expresses the same proposition as the one expressed by theomplement sentene. In my treatment, two thoughts an expressed by the sentene: in the�rst one, the internal I is resolved diretly to the utterane agent, in the other one, I isresolved to the internal I belonging to the speaker's mental state. (The preise way in whihthe two are idential needs to be lari�ed, but that is not our onern here.) Let us make theperhaps dubious assumption that the internal subjet is tied to the onept who thinks allthis a onept that in the atual world refers to our speaker. Under this interpretation, thesentene is false, as it rules out any belief alternatives in whih the thinker of the thoughtsis not ill. The resolution to the internal \I" also is the preferred reading, sine the internal Iis the losest anteedent. It is not possible either to interpret the sentene by the resolvingto the utterane agent, beause that would ontradit the assumption that the speaker doesnot know that he is patient 14367A.A similar ase is (33).(33) John thinks that Bill is here.This example is bit harder. Bill and John are in two di�erent but similar pubs at two di�erentsides of the street. John sees Bill in the pub aross the street, but, mistakenly assumes thathe himself is in the other pub. He therefore thinks that he is in pub A, and that Bill is inpub B, where, in fat, he is himself. Again it seems that we an mean pub B with here onlyif we somehow manage to introdue the loation in that way. Not ompletely impossible butagain quite unlikely.Simply hanging thoughts for propositions allows to treat the problemati examples withsemantis only. Kripke's puzzle in Kripke (1977) already is suÆient ground to doubt thewisdom of basing a semantis of belief on lassial propositions. Our disourse theory is farsuperior in these ases.5 Intensional anhoringThe dynamis of anhors is haraterised by giving instrutions to a third party on howto build the anhor. Under ertain onditions, anhor the marker x to the objet a thatso-and-soes in the atual world. 16



That means that the instrutions an be followed not just with respet to the atual worldbut with respet to any world whatsoever. Intensional anhoring is the proposal of doing justthat. An intensionally anhored disourse marker will be assoiated with a partial funtionfrom worlds to objets in those worlds. It is de�ned in a world w if in w there is a singleobjet that meets the desription, and if it is de�ned in w, it denotes that single objet inw. All we have to do is to give instrutions for anhoring. I list some of these instrutions inthe following table without laiming that these onstitute the �nal wisdom. As it turns out,the analysis of intentional identities in the next setion fores us to rejet several possibleformulations. Other tests would be very welome.(34) If a new objet is introdued by a pereption, the desriptionis derived from the ontent of the pereption, e.g. the mansitting over there.(35) If the new objet is �rst referred to by an unknown name �,it is the objet that bears that name.(name(x; �))(36) If the objet is �rst referred to by a de�nite desription the N ,it is the desription itself that does the anhoring. N(x)(unoÆial)(37) If the objet is �rst referred to in an inde�nite desription in asentene S(a(n) N) the desription is the Evans' desriptionS(x); N(x)(38) Any new objet is also anhored to the objet the speakerwould pik out.In essene, this gives a pragmati solution to the question of whih individual onept toassoiate with a marker. It is the ontext of introdution that �xes one or more desriptions:one in ase the interpreter onludes that the speaker's referene oinides with the standarddesription, two in ase of an assumed distintion.Intensional anhoring is the solution to the problem of faulty external anhoring and it explainsthe intuition that even where external anhoring gives up, the sentene still has a ontent (orat least an interpretation).It is not neessary to implement intensional anhoring by means of funtions outside the DRSitself, as we did with external anhors. Intensional anhors reord the information that apartiular disourse marker is bound to a desription. This an be represented as a speialondition whih we an enter into the DRS. The semanti e�et of the speial ondition is tobind the marker to the desription in all possible worlds. Let us use the ondition (39) forthis purpose.(39) def(x;K) 17



It demands of an embedding f to assign the objet u to x in w if and only if the value u isthe unique value for whih K is true in w under f and otherwise to nothing. The de�nabilityof the truth onditions of def(x;K) requires K to be extensional with respet to x, i.e. xmust have ourrenes that are not under an intensional operator in K. The formal notionis given in (40).f j= def(x;K) i�8w 2W (9!u 2 dom(w) M;w; fx;wu ; w j= K )M;w; f; w j= K)^(:9!u 2 dom(w)M;w; fx;wu ; w j= K ) f(x)(w) is unde�ned)Here fx;wu is the assignment just like f , exept that fx;wu (x)(w) = u. The notionM;w; f; v j= 'is de�ned below.This possibility makes it lear that the epistemi problems of extensional anhoring do notarise with intensional anhoring at all. The subjet is fully aware of the anhor of her disoursemarker and the anhoring is part of her information and not a result of her standing undersome ausal inuene of whih she herself is not aware. Contrary to the lassial semantisof Kaplan and Kripke |or Kamp's external anhors| we do not assign meanings that areinaessible to the subjet who is supposed to entertain them.Intensional anhoring by means of the new ondition opens the way for a new kind of DRT,one without disourse markers. The new de�ning onditions take over their role. One obstalewe need to take into aount is the fat that disourse markers are also important in the DRTtheory of negation and quanti�ation. This is an interesting matter, but one only indiretlyonneted to the issues adressed in this paper. We will adopt the proposal of omittingdisourse markers and let our DRS be sets of onditions only from now on, with the newpossibility of onditions def(x;K).We rede�ne K2 nK1 as fC 2 K2 : 9x 2 V AR 9K3 2 DRS C = def(y;K3) _ C 62 K1gI am assuming the following treatment of attitudes and ontologial neessity. Attitudes aresensitive to the ontextually determined intensional anhors. The interpretation of a disoursemarker in a belief alternative depends on how the anhoring onept evaluates in the beliefalternative. One an even believe in a disourse marker: that is the fat that the assoiatedanhoring onept denotes in all of one's belief alternatives.Ontologial neessity and ausal neessity are di�erent. If we onsider ontologial or ausalalternatives of a partiular world we are looking at alternative ways that partiular worldould have developed, one time given just ontologial priniples, the other time given theausal laws. That means that, for spatio-temporal ontinuants, the normal identity riteriaaross time obtain. Spatio-temporal ontinuity determines not just why x at t is the same asx at t0 but also why x at w is the same as x at w0.This di�erene an be aptured by distinguishing the world of evaluation from the world thatsets the referene, muh like Kaplan's distintion between irumstane of evaluation andontext of utterane. The di�erene is that now all information is in the assignment funtion(whih is uniquely determined by the def(x;K) statements) and that all the seond worldparameter does is to onsult the assignment funtion to �nd the referents of the disoursemarkers.The idea is that ontologial neessity and |onsequently| objetive meanings will keep the18



denotation of the disourse markers onstant. The arguments for this have been provided byKaplan and Kripke and I agree with them. It ould not have been the ase that Aristotleand Plato were the same philosopher, the sentene \Aristotle was the teaher of Alexander"is about Aristotle and not about somebody else bearing the same name. \This book" refersto the book I am pointing at and it ould not have been the ase that this book was thatbook.But at the same time, that is not the end of the story. An operator like it is logially truethat or John believes that does not give its disourse markers a onstant denotation. Althoughit is impossible that Aristotle ould have been Plato, it is not logially false that Aristotlewas Plato. John in his ignorane an surely believe that Aristotle and Plato are idential.John an also believe that this at is a plasti toy at and may be unable to keep me and myolleague apart. Following Haas-Spohn, we an use the disquotation priniple to argue thatbelief attribution follows the subjetive information expressed by the sentene, beause it isthe information that the sentene expresses to the subjet that deides whether the subjetis going to assent to a sentene.We have models M =< W;U; bel; ne; V; a > with W a non-empty set of worlds, a 2 W , Ua non-empty set of objets, bel(u;w) � W for u 2 U and w 2 W (the belief alternatives ofu in a world w 2W ), ne(w) � W (the ontologial alternatives of w) and V a funtion thatmaps pairs of worlds and relations to appropriate relations over U .The general notion is the truth of DRS K on a model M with respet to worlds w and v andan assignment f :M;w; f; v j= Kwhih is de�ned as: 8' 2 K M;w; f; v j= 'In terms of the general notion, we an de�ne the truth of a DRS on a model M as in (40).(40) M j= K i� 9f M; a; f; a j= KTruth for onditions is de�ned below.1. M;w; f; v j= Rx1; : : : ; xn i� < f(x1)(v); : : : ; f(xn)(v) >2 V (R)(w)2. M;w; f; v j= def(x;K) i� f j= def(x;K)3. M;w; f; v j= x = y i� f(x)(v) = f(y)(v)4. M;w; f; v j= 2' i� 8u 2 ne(w)M;u; f; v j= '5. M;w; f; v j= Bx' i� 8u 2 bel(f(x)(v))M;u; f; u j= '6. M;w; f; v j= L' i� 8u 2W M;u; f; u j= 'In terms of this model, we an now rede�ne the thought (the subjetive meaning, not theproposition or the objetive meaning) expressed by a sentene S in a development from K1to K2 as: 19



fw 2W : 9f w; f j= K2 nK1gThe de�nition is again the subjetive notion of information we had initially for our DRSs.But we are now in a position where we an also de�ne objetive propositions.The set of ontologial alternatives ne(a) of the atual world a in a model M is our startingpoint for de�ning lassial propositions. These ontologial alternatives represent ways theworld a ould have been given the way our world is organised. In partiular, the alternativesare the same as the atual world up to a ertain point in the past after whih they diverge.The following de�nition gives a de�nition of the lassial proposition expressed by a senteneleading to a development from K1 to K2.fw 2 ne(a) : 9f M;w; f; a j= K2 nK1gWe an strengthen this by noting that funtions f satisfying this ondition are uniquelydetermined by the intensional anhors of the DRS. Let fanhor be the funtion that satis�es theintensional anhors of K2 nK1. We an then reformulate the de�nition of lassial propositionas:fw 2 ne(a) :M;w; fanhor; a j= K2 nK1gThis ompletes my reonstrution of Kaplan's notion of proposition within DRT.ExursusThis exursus presents a possible way of adding negation and quanti�ation to our new DRT.(41) denies that we an satify(41) Mary does not have a boyfriendthe DRS (42).(42) def(x; Mary's boyfriend(x))exist(x)We an introdue a notion \is false on \ (=j) between models and (new-style) DRSs. Theintuition is that we an form the disourse marker for Mary's boyfriend without any problem,but that we will run foul of the other ondition in the DRS. In negation, the intensionalanhors an be formed but they do not give us objets that extensionally satisfy the otheronditions.M;w; f; v =j K i� M;w; f; v j= def(x;K1) for all onditions def(x;K1) 2 K and M;w; f; v =j A for some other ondition of K.M;w; f; v =j A has to be spelled separately for eah ondition.This same idea also allows a treatment of universal quanti�ation. We extend �rst of all thede�nition of def(x;K) to allow plural objets (sets), indiated by apital letters.M;f j= def(X;K) i� 8w 2Wf(X;w) = fa 2 U :M;w; fa;vX ; w j= Kg20



This assigns to the disourse marker the onept of a set that denotes in a world w the set ofthe K-satis�ers. We further need a prediate nonempty(X) that tests whether the extensionis empty.We an then represent (43)(43) Every man is happy.as we would (44),(44) not(some men are not poor)I.e. as the negation of (45).(45) def(X; [man(X);:poor(X)℄)nonempty(X)The full de�nition of =j is straightforward.6 Intentional AnaphoraIt will beome lear that we need speaker's referene for dealing with intentional anaphora.It is related to a test, like the one of Haas-Spohn 1995 for epistemi alternatives. We putthe speaker in an alternative world and allow her the possibilities of unlimited investigation.The task is to identify the objet she intended with her utterane of a referential expression.Clearly, the results of the test depend on what the speaker assumes about the referent, i.e.on the way the speaker intends the referent.In our theory, suh a way of intending an objet is represented by a ondition def(x;K)and the way the interpreter an onnet it to the utterane e1 of a referring expression isby another ondition: intend(y; e1; x;K) (speaker y intends x with e1 under K). Assumingvariables for DRSs we an have two onditions:def(K; intend(y; e1; x;K))def(x;K)and the net e�et is that x is bound to K and K is how the speaker intended x. The problemis however that the value of K will vary with the world in whih it is evaluated: the speakermay intend x di�erently in di�erent possible worlds.The way out is presumably to make the referene to a speaker's onept K a presuppositionrather than an intensional anhor.If (46)(46) intend(y; e1; x;K) 21



is presupposed and resolved to a onept K we have solved the problem after adding a newintensional anhor def(x;K) using the K found by presupposition resolution. If one startsonsidering the possibility of aommodating the postulatedK, a new ompliation arises. Anaommodated presupposition |we must rule now| has an intermediate status between oldand new material. It is new, but it is not taken on board when we determine the propositionalontent of sentenes. This is not impossible and it is in line with the presupposition literature.Without it, we would land in exatly the same situation we had before. The statement thatthe speaker intends x under the intention K would be a onstituent of the ontent. It isalso good to notie that per fore the aommodation about the speaker is global. The onlyinonsisteny at the global level that ould arise is that it is somehow known that the speakerdoes not intend x under any onept. But that is guaranteed to be false given that the speakerintends x under the onept assoiated with the referential devie she has seleted for x.The following is an example where we might need aommodating speaker's referene. Thereis a tramp sitting by the side of the road and the speaker says:(47) You see that fellow? Bill thinks he used to be a millionaire.Here the ontext assoiates the referent with the ommon ground pereption of the fellow.Sine Bill is not present, he has no part in the pereption. So perfore, the pronoun inthe seond sentene must be assoiated with a referential onept of the speaker, whih analso arry Bill's belief. E.g. the speaker may falsely assume with Bill that the man is Mr.So-and-so, the one well-known millionaire.I am assuming that new markers are represented by two disourse markers x and y tied toonditions def(x;K) and def(y;K1) with an assumed extensional identity x = y, where oneof K and K1 represents the speaker's intention. The interpreter may deide that K andK1 are in fat the same. In addition to the problems we fae in this setion there are twoother arguments for setting up things in this way. The �rst is the ambiguity problem. Wenoted that names may have many bearers, and anaphora an often be resolved in di�erentways. A double representation o�ers a simple way of expressing the idea that the nameor pronoun must refer to who the speaker intended. In addition, the double representationmakes it possible to deal with Donnellan's and Kripke's examples of speaker's referents thatare distint from the literal referents of the expressions, and that we as haritable interpreters|as a repair strategy| interpret by ignoring the literal meaning.The theory of intensional anhors has to meet a ruial test: intentional anaphora. Thelassial ase is the Geah sentene about Hob and Nob. Edelberg (1992) has noted thatmany of the aounts of the Geah-sentene fail on the asymmetri examples he disusses.Let us start with (a simpli�ed version of) the Hob-Nob example.(48) Hob believes that a with killed his pig and Nob believes thatshe poisoned his ow.We are onsidering the ase where the with does not exist and where Hob and Nob nevertalk and Nob does not aept that his with killed Hob's pig.22



The �rst two lauses rule out giving a wider sope to a with. The last lause rules out anEvans interpretation (based on the omplement of the �rst onjunt), as that would makethe seond onjunt equivalent to (49).(49) Nob believes that the with that killed Hob's pig poisonedhis ow.So the remaining interpretation an only be based on speaker referene. Who would thespeaker pik out as the referent in a world w?It is neessary that in Hob's belief alternatives the intensional objet intended by the speakerexists and that that same intensional objet also exists in Nob's belief alternatives.Some examples of suessful possible intentions of the speaker are: the with of the rumourgoing around in the village, the with from the newspaper et. They are suessful beausewe �nd these suggestions in the literature as glosses for what the sentene ould mean andare onvined by them.The interpretation we are desribing is one where the speaker has an intention that does notdenote in the atual world, but denotes aross the belief alternatives of both Hob and Nob.The relationship between the disourse marker of the pronoun and those of its anteedents isthat one of the disourse markers of the anteedent is intensionally idential to the other.In one of the Edelberg examples, we �nd the opposite situation.Arsky and Barsky are two detetives investigating the alleged murders of Smith and Jones.Arsky believes the murderer of Smith is the guy who killed Jones, but Barsky does not and,moreover, Barsky believes the murderer of Smith has left town. Smith and Jones were bothvitims of an aident and not murdered.The problem is the sentene (50).(50) Arsky believes somebody killed Jones and Barsky believes heleft town.Intuition has it that (50) is not true in the irumstanes desribed. It is of the murderer ofSmith that Barsky believes that he left town and not of the murderer of Jones. So we have toanswer the question: why annot the speaker intend the referent of somebody as the murdererof Smith? (Free aommodation of speaker intentions would seem to allow this.) ObviouslyArsky believes of the murderer of Smith that he killed Jones and Barsky believes that themurderer of Smith left town.We an bring out the problem also in the following way. Example (51) is obviously true,(51) Arsky believes that the murderer of Smith murdered Jonesand Barsky believes that he left town.and the problemati example seems to follow from it by a simple appliation of existentialgeneralisation under the belief operator, a totally innoent inferene.23



How do we explain this? My explanation is based on the assumptions we make about thespeaker. Suppose it is somebody who |like Arsky| assumes that there is a single murdererof Smith and Jones. Then the person is sinere and reporting the fats, when she reports asin the example (50) .But if we do not agree with Arsky |by not believing that any murders took plae or bybeing like Barsky in assuming that the murderers may well be di�erent persons| we annotunderstand what the speaker says as a true report. Understanding seems to require that themurderer of Jones is given to us as the murderer of Smith. But this annot be satis�ed if wedo not aept Arsky's identi�ation of the two murderers.If the speaker has the information we have (we are asked to hek the orretness of the report,given the data) there is no basis for making the assumption that the speaker an intend themurderer of Jones as the murderer of Smith. The speaker has no more information aboutthe murderer of Jones than we do. Her intention therefore foribly oinides with the Evansdesription. And under the Evans desription, the sentene is obviously false.On the view I have been defending it is not the ase that the seond onjunt means the sameif we replae one anteedent by the other. It is either the speaker's referent (how the speakerwould identify the \someone") or the Evans desription that is available. The speaker'sreferent is not idential with the murderer of Smith. The Evans desription is the murderer ofJones. So we meet with an interesting ase of ontextuality, omparable to Quine's Giorgonewas so-alled beause of his size where so-alled refers to the name Giorgone. This is alsowhat bloks the seemingly innoent existential generalisation under the belief operator in the�rst onjunt.Another example of Edelberg is also unproblemati using the Evans desription. Here some-body has staged a ar aident by putting a ar against a tree, smashing the windshield andthrowing kethup on the surrounding grass. Harry and Muriel are two independent passers-bywho witnessed the resulting sene.(52) Harry thinks that somebody rashed that ar into a tree andMuriel thinks he is wounded.def(x;person x rashed that ar) binds x to a onept that also works for Muriel.The Edelberg papers and intentional identity are important beause they o�er strong on-straints on the kind of onept whih an serve as an explanation of intentional identity,espeially in the ase of speaker referene: a onept under whih the speaker intends theobjet in question. The Evans desription in the other ase also gives the only solution thatexplains the other two examples.Speaker's referene is not only a possibility for the interpretation of inde�nites. (53) an bea statement about a misreognised Muriel.(53) Harry is having a good time.The onept under whih the speaker intends the disourse marker an be used when thespeaker uses a de�nite to pik out objets in the immediate environment. A haritable hearer24



infers the statement that the speaker wanted to make, noting the mistake (the speaker believesthat she sees Harry). Moving to the speaker's onept is a repair strategy, not a di�erentinterpretation.7 ReapitulationThe following eight theses try to give an overview of where we have landed at this point inthe paper.1. Demonstratives and indexials are interpreted by resolving a presupposition that refers tothe representation of the utterane in whih the demonstrative or indexial ours. The on-tent of the presupposition an be equated with the desriptive meaning of the demonstrativeor indexial as given in Kaplan's theory of demonstratives, but the role it plays in determiningthe referent is di�erent. In Kaplan, the desriptive meaning �xes the referent with respet tothe ontext of utterane, the �rst parameter in a bi-dimensional truth-onditional aount ofnatural language. Contexts of utterane have more struture than the values of the seondparameter, the irumstane of evaluation. In our theory, the ontext of utterane is justa part of the hearer's representation of the ommon ground information that serves as thebakground against whih interpretation of utteranes takes plae. By means of presupposi-tion resolution, the desriptive meaning of demonstratives and indexials identi�es materialthat is already available to the interpreter as part of the ommon ground.2. The objets that are found by presupposition resolution in the ommon ground are an-hored by an intensional anhor. These objets ome equipped with a riterion of identi�a-tion that determines whether they have a ounterpart in another possible world and whihobjet it is. The riterion of identi�ation is determined by the way the objet enters intothe ommon ground, as a pereived objet or as the referene of something that somebodysaid. In this way, the identifying onept depends on the way of introdution. So, althoughdemonstratives, indexials, names, and ertain uses of de�nite desriptions �nd their refer-ent by presupposition resolution and do not ontribute desriptive meaning, that does notmean the individual onept orresponding to the referent is a rigid one. With respet to thealternatives relevant for the attitudes, rigidity is not a possibility.This allows us to have the following view on attributive uses of de�nite desriptions. It ispossible to have attributive uses pik up a riterion of identi�ation from the ommon groundthat does not have more information than the de�nite desription has itself. An attributiveuse does not di�er from a referential use in piking up a disourse marker tied to a riterionof identi�ation, but in the nature of the riterion piked up.3. Rigidity makes sense only over a limited lass of alternative possible worlds, the ontologialvariants of a given possible world. The objets in these variants an be traked by means ofspatio-temporal ontinuity under a sortal onept, i.e. the way we re-identify objets throughtime. 'Ways the world ould have been' are also ways our objets ould have been. Ofthe modalities that quantify over these alternatives |ontologial and ausal neessity| werequire that the referene of markers is �xed by the their intensional anhor in the world overwhose alternatives we quantify.This allows a reonstrution of lassial propositions as fw 2 ne(a) : M;a; fanhor; a j= Kg25



if K is the di�erene DRS representing S to whih suÆently many anhors are added.4. The thought expressed by a sentene S is a diagonal over the set of all alternative worlds.If we represent its ontent as a di�erene DRS K with suÆient intensional anhors, it is (54).(54) fw 2W : f M;w; fanhor; w j= Kg.The individual realisations of thoughts are limitations of this intension to the set of beliefalternatives of the individual belief subjets. They give the information that the sentenesupplies to the partiular subjet.But the individual realisation annot be equated with the thought itself. Individuals anentertain thoughts they do not or annot aept and they must do so in order to make senseof the thoughts of others and in order to engage in ounterfatual reasoning. So the thoughtmust be equated with the intension itself. The intension is determined by anhors on the onehand and by representational ontent on the other hand.Thoughts so oneived are almost as �ne-grained as the property theoreti reonstrutionsof propositions like the ones in e.g. Bealer (1982). DRT reonstruts thoughts, as it should,sine thoughts rather than propositions are the basis of aounts of ommuniation. But itis not impossible to reinterpret DRSs as also denoting propositions.5. Aboutness is a relation between objets in reality and thoughts. Thoughts here areoneived as intersubjetive entities that have subjetive realisations.A thought P is about an objet u i� P depends on an anhored disourse marker x suh thatx denotes u in a under any f that satis�es the anhor.P depends on a marker x i� P is only de�ned on those worlds on whih x is.6. Kripke's puzzle asks us to explain why the two sentenes in (55) are both true, even thoughthe thoughts Pierre entertains |one for believing it, the other for disbelieving it| are bothabout London.(55) Pierre believes that London is ugly.Pierre does not believe that Londres is ugly.That is ahieved by our notion of aboutness. Pierre has two onepts of London: the ityI now live in and the ity praised by the travel brohure. The one onept is identi�ed inPierre's beliefs beause it is the one that Pierre assoiates with the name London, the otherbeause it assoiates in Pierre's beliefs with the name Londres.The Paderewski problem is slightly di�erent beause it avoids translation. Here a personbelieves that Paderewski is highly musial and at the same time believes that Paderewski isnot musial at all. The person has failed to realise that the two Paderewskis are one and thesame man who is both a politiian and a pianist.There are two resolutions available in the belief state of the person for the presupposi-tion name(x; Paderewski) though both onepts (the politiian Paderewski, the pianistPaderewski) are about one and the same man. Kripke's puzzle is a paradox if one equates26



thoughts and lassial propositions, but it largely disappears if one thinks of propositions andthoughts as di�erent semanti objets.7. It is essential in interpretation to take the speaker's point of view. The hearer tries to makesense of what the speaker says. That is the essene of the hearer's task. That is also wherespeaker's referene omes in. The speaker gives an indiation in her words but may be wrongin di�erent ways or may lak the means to haraterise the onept adequately to the hearer.Identity between the new disourse marker and the onept of the speaker is the onditionthat expresses the suess of the enterprise of establishing what the speaker is talking about.8. The theory is ompatible with Frege's lari�ations of his distintion of sense and referenefor proper names. Frege makes an analogy between introduing a proper name in a proofby a line: a = the so and so. In natural languages this onept is not so lear. (We anmisinterpret Kripke's aount of proper names as supplying a standard sense of proper names.)A pragmati reonstrution, however, is muh more in line with the proof-theoreti aountof Frege.The Fregean sense of a proper name is then not something that is grasped by every ompetentuser of the name, but something whih is �xed over and over again for every ommon groundinto whih the name enters. The sense plays a role in attributions of knowledge and belief,not in attributions of neessity.8 Ations and ThoughtsAn aount of natural language ommuniation should primarily provide an explanation ofhow thoughts an arise in another person beause of verbal ommuniation. The notion oflassial proposition is beside the point when it omes to prediting the behaviour of speakerand hearer in produing and interpreting verbal utteranes.This hanges dramatially if we look at their ations. In the notion of ation, we �nd anattribution not just of behaviour but also of thoughts and purposes that led to that behaviouror made it possible.Let us have a look at a small example: John's eating a boiled egg. In eating it, John musthave a onept of the partiular egg whih is about the egg in the atual world. He must havevarious beliefs about the egg whih link into his desire of eating something. He must haveformed the goal of eating the egg and started to arry out various ations to prepare for hiseating. These involve various beliefs about ausal neessities. If you unap the egg, you antake the soft part out, you an take the soft bits out suessfully with a spoon, et. Now ifthe ation is suessful (whih we assume it is) the ausal beliefs must be true, the oneptmust denote the atual egg and the beliefs John has about it must be suÆiently lose to theatual properties of the egg. The fat that a ausal belief is true involves the truth of theausal neessity of the proposition orresponding to the belief. There must be a good deal oforrespondene between John's beliefs about the egg and what is the ase with the egg. Inpartiular, John's ausal beliefs must orrespond to ausal neessities, John's onept of theegg must orrespond with the egg he is eating and his beliefs about the egg must orrespondwith true propositions. 27



The suess of the behaviour depends on the truth of ertain ausal and ontologial neessities.If eggs ould suddenly turn out to be onsisting of rubber, or if John would unaountably�nd himself bak in bed again instead of at the breakfast table, the ation would fail. Mylaim here is that if we want to aount for the suess of ations we need both thinking andausal neessity. The planning and monitoring by the subjet of his ation requires that thesubjet uses ausal neessities in his reasoning. If we want to aount for suess, part of theexplanation is the truth of the ausal assumptions of the agent. But without thoughts, thereasoning and plan formation required by the ation is not possible.In my formal system, the onept of neessity annot be applied to thoughts. A thought istrue or false, but there is not a set of alternatives in whih the thought should be true forit to be neessary. The thought expressed by a sentene is neessary beause in the atualworld, the sentene expresses a neessary proposition. The thought itself does not know towhih proposition it orresponds. It is not possible to de�ne thoughts in terms of propositionseither, so both notions are neessary for a omplete aount of ation.9 Demonstratives and IndexialsThe pereptual anhors on whih the interpretation of demonstratives and indexials dependsdo not give us a speial relationship with the atual world. Pereption is just a way in whihthe objet may be given, it does not give the objet itself.Information must be e�etive for it to help us with our intended ations. The information thatTom is the thief suÆes for grabbing the man in front of you, if you are aware of the essentialneessity that they are the same. Otherwise it does you no good at all. If ommuniation isto help in determining ation, it must not just be truthful, but also e�etive for the ation inquestion. The objets involved in the possible ation must be reognisable as the denotationof the intensional anhors of the disourse markers in the way required by the ation. (Weneed a name if we want to enter somebody on a list of students, we need a fae if we wantto shake hands, et.) It is not enough that anhors are about objets, they must anhor theobjets in relevant ways.Demonstratives and indexials are speial beause they supply us with anhors for whih themapping is partiularly easy and reliable, beause they reover pereptions of the immediateenvironment and thereby do not rely on various kinds of memory (memory of names, of fats,of the earlier disourse, et.). They are means of referring e�etively to the objets that areat hand and in sight and so guarantee that they an be diretly ausally inuened by theagents. Our theory of indexials and demonstratives makes their interpretation (normally)dependent on prior and ontinuing pereption of these objets. To the extent that priorpereption provides us with the basis for keeping trak of an objet or for reognising itagain, demonstrative and indexial referene (normally) guarantees the e�etiveness of thethoughts (at least with respet to the referents of these expressions) expressed by sentenesin whih they our.This would be the explanation of the thought experiment of Bar-Hillel (1954) about the (non-)eliminability of indexials from disourse. He �nds himself unable to explain to his wife thathe would like her to bring him a boiled egg in bed, on one Sunday morning, without reourse28



to indexials. The non-indexial expressions that ould be used to refer to the plae or themoment of utterane all require information that we do not have naturally available: thepreise time needs a orret lok, the date a alendar and the preise geographial positionmeasurements that we have normally not arried out.It seems that it is preisely this relation to the ations we an arry out immediately on theobjets we have at hand (eat them, pik them up, kiss them et.) that makes demonstrativesand indexials speial. The way in whih the interpretation of other referential devies takesplae is muh the same: presuppositions are evaluated over the ommon ground to �ndommon ground objets. But the knowledge that these other devies employ is muh morevaried and muh less diretly related to basi ations. Names are great if you have to look uptelephone numbers, knowing that the referent is the dean helps if you want to sort out ertainlegal issues, but it insuÆient if you want to reognise the person at the railway station. Atthe same time, these other devies have a far wider range and are neessary for referring toall those objets that are not at hand and in sight.Author's addressHenk ZeevatILLC & Computational LinguistisUniversity of AmsterdamSpuistraat 1341012 VB AmsterdamNLemail: henk.zeevat�hum.uva.nlAknowledgements.I wish to thank Anna Pilatova and two anonymous reviewers of the Journal of Semantisfor their many useful omments and suggestions. Without their help, the paper would beonsiderably more obsure than it -unfortunately- still is.
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